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Abstract
The Necropolis of Wari Kayan and other tombs of the Paracas Necropolis mortuary tradition present an astonishing diversity 
of textile styles, and an even greater diversity of imagery. More than 100 different motifs can be distinguished and tracked 
among the documented mortuary contexts. While is it not likely that our sample of 45 mummy bundles includes all impor-
tant variants of any particular motif, in many cases it is possible to propose a sequence of reinterpretations of a key icon. 
By documenting the known assemblage of images and artifacts we can perceive what icons and styles are predominant, 
recurrent or unusual. The images have been created with variable techniques, representational conventions, details pres-
ent and color schemes, on an array of garment types and other artifacts with distinctions in their production and finishes. 
An icon often presents ambiguous or hybrid references to animal and plant species, types of artifacts and categories of per-
sons, which can be explored by examining variations in its form. Comparing the patterns of combination of elements can 
permit evaluation of relationships among icons, as well as shifts in their significance over time. By tracing their sequence 
among the mortuary contexts, it will be possible to propose social connections among the deceased, ritual officiants and 
producer communities.
As an example, we consider here the incidence and interaction of two icons with Paracas Tradition antecedents: the two-
headed serpent and the rayed head. 
Keywords: Paracas Necropolis, Wari Kayan, embroidery, iconography, style analysis
Resumen
La Necrópolis de Wari Kayan y otras tumbas de la tradición mortuoria Paracas Necrópolis presentan una tremenda diversi-
dad de estilos textiles, y una diversidad aún mayor de iconografía. Más de 100 motivos diferentes se distinguen y se trazan 
entre los contextos documentados. Es poco probable que nuestra muestra de 45 fardos mortuorios incluya todas las varian-
tes importantes de un motivo particular, pero en muchos casos es posible proponer una secuencia de reinterpretaciones de 
un ícono clave. 
Al documentar el conjunto conocido de las imágenes y sus artefactos se perciban cuales íconos y estilos son predomi-
nantes, recurrentes o escasos. Las imágenes han sido creadas con diversas técnicas, convenciones representativas, detalles 
presentes y esquemas de color, en distintos tipos de vestimenta y otros artefactos con prácticas productivas y acabados va-
riables. Un ícono suele presentar referencias ambiguas o híbridas a especies de animales y plantas, tipos de artefactos y ca-
tegorías de personas, las que se exploran al examinar variaciones en su forma. Comparar los patrones en la combinación 
de elementos permite evaluar la relación entre íconos y cambios en su significado a través de tiempo. Al trazar su secuen-
cia entre los contextos mortuorios, se podrá proponer conexiones sociales entre los fallecidos, los que oficiaban en los ritos 
y las comunidades de producción.
Como ejemplo, aquí se considera la incidencia y la interacción de dos íconos con antecedentes en la Tradición Paracas: 
la serpiente bicéfala y la cabeza radiada. 
Palabras clave: Paracas Necrópolis, Wari Kayan, bordados, iconografía, análisis de estilo
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Theory and method
Studies of imagery in both the history of art and archaeol-
ogy generally part from the compilation of all known vari-
ants of a hypothetical motif (pre-iconographic analysis) and 
then describe the consistencies that form the basis of an 
argument that these variants constitute an icon linked to 
a conventional meaning (iconography).  An authoritative 
conventional meaning may be ascribed in the cases where 
texts from the period refer to such motifs (Panofsky, 1960). 
However, such significance is always indeterminate, because 
at the time it was created, and subsequently, it was asso-
ciated by individual viewers and interpretive communities 
with different sets of concepts and connotations (iconology). 
Therefore, the study of ‘Pre-Columbian’ imagery without 
textual references is not unlike the study of textually doc-
umented images: both can only access a tiny percentage of 
the meanings attached to an object.
In the case of traditions of material culture not linked 
to translated, deciphered or legible texts, a group of motifs 
with formal consistencies can be hypothesized as an icon. 
Aspects of the field of reference of an icon can be hypothe-
sized based on their visual resemblance to persons, animals, 
plants, artifacts, objects etc. that arguably formed part of the 
observable universe of the persons who created and inter-
preted this imagery (Peters, 1991). Conventional meanings 
cannot be accessed, nor can the full range of concepts and 
connotations associated with each motif or icon for a partic-
ular observer, but it is possible to posit thematic spheres of 
reference by examining consistent or recurrent features of 
an interrelated group of images, such as species and gender 
references, body positions and associated artifacts (Proulx, 
1989). Such observations underlie assertions made by ar-
chaeologists, for example that we are looking at a maritime 
theme, warrior imagery, or scenes describing a particular 
ritual, although the strengths and limitations of the back-
ground analysis are not always specified.
The assertion of any relationship between iconography 
and a social group should be grounded in practice theory 
and semiotic analysis (Roberts, 2011). Iconography is a form 
of conventional communication, in semiotic terms symbolic 
and representational – aspects of its form motivated by re-
semblance to its linguistic and conceptual referent. How-
ever, motifs very similar in form may express quite different 
meanings in different places, times and contexts. An image 
also carries indexical meaning, linked to its production pro-
cess and the social and ritual contexts in which it has been 
created, discussed, manipulated and displayed (Gell, 1998). 
None of these types of meaning, perceived by the original 
makers and users, are accessible to a modern observer. Im-
agery is also imbued with the particular style of its mak-
ers. Like other aspects of artifact style – materials, technical 
practices, proportions, design principles and color schemes 
– image style reflects the practices, skills and concepts of 
an artist, workshop and production community. The icon-
ographic analysis discussed here examines groups of mo-
tifs that demonstrate similarities in image style, as well as 
groups of motifs with formal dissimilarities that nonethe-
less are proposed to represent a common icon.
Here I propose a particular approach to the analysis of 
iconography based on uniting a corpus of all imagery as-
sociated by research to date with a particular archaeologi-
cal site produced by specialized ritual practices, in this case 
the Paracas Necropolis mortuary tradition (Tello and Mejía, 
Résumé
La Nécropole de Wari Kayan et d’autres tombes de la tradition mortuaire Paracas Necropolis présentent une incroyable di-
versité de styles textiles, et une diversité iconographique encore plus vaste. Plus de 100 motifs différents ont été distingués 
et répertoriés parmi les contextes documentés. Il est peu probable que notre corpus de 45 paquets funéraires inclut la tota-
lité des variantes les plus importantes d’un motif particulier, mais dans la plupart des cas il est possible de proposer une sé-
quence des réinterprétations d’une icône clé.
Les icônes et les styles prédominants, récurrents ou rares ont pu être mis en avant. Les images ont été créées selon di-
verses techniques, conventions représentatives, détails et schémas en couleur, dans divers types de vêtements et autres ar-
tefacts aux pratiques productives et finitions variées. Une icône fait habituellement référence de façon ambiguë ou hybride 
à des espèces animales et végétales, à des types d’artefacts et des catégories de personnes, qui sont explorés en analysant les 
variations de leurs formes. Comparer les modèles dans la combinaison des éléments permet d’évaluer la relation entre les 
icônes et leurs changements de sens à travers le temps. En traçant leur séquence entre les contextes mortuaires, nous pou-
vons proposer les connexions sociales entre les défunts, ceux qui célébraient les rites et les communautés de production.
Par exemple, nous considérons ici l’incidence et l’interaction de deux icônes avec des antécédents dans la Tradition 
 Paracas : le serpent bicéphale et la tête rayonnante.
Mots-clés: Paracas Necropolis, Wari Kayan, broderies, iconographie, analyse textile
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1979; Peters, 2016a, 2019). Rather than trying to track a hy-
pothetical group of related motifs among many contempo-
rary sites, or through time, I have created a data set of all 
recorded motifs depicted in all artifact types recovered in 
mortuary contexts from a single site. These come from the 
Necrópolis of Wari Kayan  and other burials at the Paracas 
site characterized by similar mortuary practices and arti-
fact assemblages, dated between 350 BCE and 250 CE (Paul, 
1991; León, 2007). 
This period can be characterized as the Paracas-Nasca 
transition, during which communities linked to the Para-
cas, Topará and Nasca artifact traditions interacted and were 
transformed. While this process postdates the Early Hori-
zon, I refer here to Berkeley School phases 9 and 10 (Men-
zel et al. 1964) as well as phases 1, 2 and 3 of the Nasca se-
quence. While these style-based phases appear to overlap 
in time (Carmichael, 2016; Peters and Tomasto, 2018), they 
are still temporally significant and provide an excellent basis 
for style comparisons. Based on arguments for a sequence 
of embroidery styles (Dwyer, 1979; Paul, 1982; 1990; Rowe, 
2015) and their interrelationships (Paul, 1986), as well as 
the social and temporal distribution of emblematic color 
schemes (Peters, 2016b), garment forms (Peters, 2017a, 
2018b) and other types of artifacts (Peters and Tomasto, 
2017), we can trace the associations between particular mo-
tifs and gendered tomb assemblages, artifact styles, and the 
Paracas Necropolis timeline. In some cases, I propose a se-
quence for the reinterpretations of a particular icon.
In analysis of late Paracas, Topará and early Nasca im-
agery, I find it useful to employ the concept of representa-
tional conventions applied to related imagery by Makowski 
(2000, and elsewhere). I also adopt Makowski’s ‘hybridity’, 
the term he employs for the combination of referents to 
multiple types of beings and objects in a single image. This 
Paracas and Nasca convention appears to express the con-
cept of mythological being or person endowed with super-
natural power. Building on a previous exploration of this 
topic (Peters, 1991), I discuss features that appear to be em-
blematic of particular types of persons, animals, plants and 
artifacts and the ways they are combined, linked or juxta-
posed in an image. A complex image includes one or sev-
eral figures that each may be a variant of a motif present in 
other images, and a figure may have features that appear as 
motifs in other images. Makowski, Lévy (2017) and I have 
used the term ‘appendage’ to describe the convention of a 
serpentine band that emits from a figure and links to an-
other figure, or ends in a head. These appendages may ap-
pear in the place of a tongue, tail, garment tie or headband 
– a form of hybridity termed “kenning” by Rowe (1967) in 
an analogy to Norse linguistic conventions.
More than 99 percent of the imagery in the Paracas Ne-
cropolis assemblage is on textiles, although incised, bur-
nished, modelled and painted ceramics, carved wood, bone 
and ivory, pyro-engraved canes, and painted leather con-
tribute to the sample. The most prevalent representational 
technique is embroidery (back stitch, running stitch, weft 
wrapping, needle weaving, binding and crossed looping) on 
a balanced to somewhat warp-predominant plain weave. 
Other textile techniques include close simple looping and 
knotting, complex flat braiding and oblique twining, plain 
weave with supplementary warp patterning, discontinuous 
weft patterning (tapestry), plain weave with discontinuous 
(scaffolded) warps and wefts, openwork ‘gauze weave’ with 
crossed warps and/or weft slits, weft twining and warp link-
ing in sprang technique (O’Neale, 1942). Dye resist by wrap-
ping (planghi) and painting with mineral and vegetal pig-
ments on a textile surface are unusual, but occur in several 
mortuary contexts.
In the full Paracas Necropolis assemblage I distinguish 
more than 100 different motif categories, far too many to 
present here. To demonstrate the complexity and advan-
tages of including all documented imagery in a single an-
alytic process, I focus on two recurrent motifs: a frontal 
face surrounded by recurved rays (Rayed Head, Cabeza 
Radiada), and a serpentine figure, often depicted with a 
head at each end (Two-Headed Serpent, Serpiente Bicé-
fala). Each of these motifs occur alone and as an element 
in complex figures. Both are combined in a single recur-
rent icon. Each may reference elements of regalia worn 
by deceased individuals or placed on the mortuary bun-
dles built around them. Both appear to be referenced in 
depictions of clothing and regalia, faunal imagery and 
mythic imagery.
This essay seeks to define relationships between each 
motif and the styles in which it is represented. As I group 
motifs to define recurrent icons, I note changes in repre-
sentational conventions that may be linked to differences 
among producers and over time, and changes in the man-
ner and degree that multiple motifs are linked within a sin-
gle image. A well-defined icon or a less consistent group of 
related motifs can be traced from one mortuary context to 
another, evidence that certain images may be precedents 
for, or influenced by, others. These arguments are based 
on a model of mortuary practice in which ritual specialists 
and the families and allies of a deceased person gather for 
events in which artifacts are offered, displayed, rearranged 
and added to the mortuary bundle and tomb (Peters, 2019). 
Close observation of objects worn and carried by partici-
pants, living and dead, could become an inspiration for the 
design of a next generation of artifacts. 
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The Rayed Head and the Two-Headed Serpent
The Rayed head is an icon prominent in imagery of the late 
Paracas tradition, appearing in the Animas Altas modelled 
clay frieze (Massey, 1991; Bachir Bacha, 2017) and on triple-
cloth bands sewn as borders on mantles and tunics in Ocucaje 
phase 9 (Peters, 2018). Rayed heads are imaged as two-headed 
serpents crossing the face and extending to form the mar-
gin of several Chongos ceramic masks and Ocucaje 9 painted 
mummy bundle ‘false head’ panels (Dawson 1979). Large-scale 
rayed head images are depicted on looped tunics from Ocucaje 
(Peters 2018a). Rayed heads depicted in crossed-warp gauze 
weave and double-cloth from both the lower Ica Valley and 
the Cerro Colorado sector of the Paracas site resemble those 
in our sample below. Rayed heads carved on the ivory handles 
of wood or bone spear throwers from early Wari Kayan and 
other Paracas sectors have an oval face with punctate eyes and 
mouth, surrounded by short, straight rays. 
The curved rays differ in their orientation in later tex-
tiles, such as the warp-wrapped central panel of the Brook-
lyn Museum’s “Paracas Textile”, a headcloth in an early 
Nasca style allegedly excavated in the “Cabezas Largas” cem-
etery of the Paracas site, and the embroidered central panel 
of an early Nasca style mantle (Peters 2018a). 
The Rayed Head (alone): (Figure 1)
A frontal face with large ring-like eyes and smiling mouth, 
surrounded by curved rays arranged in pairs with bilateral 
symmetry on both axes.
1. This column is used for garment form classification or other explanatory remarks.
Paracas sector Context Sp. Object type Form1 Technique 
(1) Wari Kayan  114 17 tunic, open-sided, 1 panel atypical at WK Embroidery 
(2) Wari Kayan  352 115 probable ñañaka, headcloth fragmentary Embroidery 
(3) Wari Kayan  420 3 unkuña, tunic, dorsal tab Tunic 5 Embroidery 
(4) Wari Kayan 89 7 llautu headband, tapestry multifigure Slit tapestry 
 
Distribution:  
Figure 1. a. Wari Kayan 114 sp. 17, open-sided tunic (casulla, tabard), AMNH 41.2/8753, photo AHP; b. Wari Kayan 352 sp. 115, probable 
headcloth, MRI DB 7, photo AHP; c. Wari Kayan 420 sp. 3, unkuña, open tunic with tab (Tunic 5 variant), MNAAHP RT 2999, photo AP; 
d. Wari Kayan 89 sp. 7, llautu, tapestry headband, MNAAHP RT 183, photo M. Jhong/MNAAHP.
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2. The numbers here refer to objects listed in the table above.
Media: Textile2, plain weave cotton with (1) warp-crossed 
gauze weave and sets of short discontinuous-weft slits, (2) 
camelid embroidery, back-stitch in the Broad Line mode, (3) 
camelid embroidery, back-stitch in a style combining Linear 
and early Block Color conventions, with plied camelid hair 
fringe; (4) camelid hair, slit tapestry band. 
Color: (1) yellow-beige cotton; (2) red, yellow, green and 
dark purple-blue outlined figures, no background embroi-
dery; (3) dark blue, green, yellow-gold figures on bright red 
background, medium green fringe; (4) red background, fig-
ures in red-purple, cream-white, yellow-gold, medium green 
and natural gray.
Commentary: A highly consistent group of motifs defin-
ing a recurrent icon, while diverse in production techniques 
and image style. The gauze-weave tunic (1) is a Paracas Tra-
dition textile, in excellent condition but doubtless a ‘trade 
piece’ and ‘heritage piece’, a product of gift exchange or ob-
tained by less amicable means from the neighbors, folded 
and placed atop the second outermost layer of this early 
10B bundle. Found among fragmentary objects at the dis-
turbed core of this early 10B bundle, this possible headcloth 
(2) has somewhat dissimilar (S(2z)) warp and weft yarns 
which, like the Broad Line embroidery style, suggests late 
Paracas Tradition producers. The small tabbed ‘unkuña’ (3) 
from atop bundle WK 420 is a garment form recurrent dur-
ing the Paracas-Nasca transition, also characterized by very 
early Block Color embroidery. However, it has unusual lay-
out, imagery and production techniques: its fully embroi-
dered surface is covered with diverse ‘standing’ figures with 
long serpentine appendages, sharing the same vertical align-
ment, and it has a directly attached fringe in a contrasting 
color. Tapestry headdress bands (4) are unusual in the Pa-
racas Necropolis assemblage, with five documented to date, 
and all three multi-figure bands each include a rayed head, a 
figure with a rayed head, or a double-headed serpent.
In short, all four textiles appear to come from outside the 
core textile-producing communities associated with the Pa-
racas Necropolis mortuary tradition, hypothetically from the 
lower Ica valley or Nasca drainage.
Interlinked bands with rayed heads and felines: (Figure 2) 
A highly consistent group of motifs define an icon that is al-
ways represented in Linear mode embroidery and has been 
termed the ‘twisted strands’ (Frame 1986). Bands designed 
in rotational symmetry have an intermediate section with 
zigzag margins angled to form an S or Z motif and identi-
cal ends that lock together in the form of a fret. They may 
end in a tiny fringe or set of ‘fingers’, similar to the llautu 
headband in this group. A rayed head motif in matching 
color is attached to the fret at each end. Adjacent to the top 
of each head is a feline figure in horizontal position (head 
perpendicular to body), its tail parallel to the band. Other 
Figure 2. a. Wari Kayan 49 sp. 39 unku (Tunic 2), MNAAHP RT 
1215, photo AP; b. Wari Kayan 26 sp. 6, Mantle 1, incomplete, 
MNAAHP RT 27151, photo AHP; c. Wari Kayan 421 sp. 44 unkuña 
tunic (Tunic 5), MNAAHP RT 205, photo AP; d. Wari Kayan 28 
sp. 21, woman’s mantle (Mantle 5), MNAAHP RT 3070, photo M. 
Jhong/MNAAHP; e. Wari Kayan 12 (382) sp. 12, llautu, looped head-
band, MNAAHP RT 1265, photo AP.
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smaller feline figures may be present. Tiny figures that line 
the inner margins of embroidered borders are usually pres-
ent, and may take the form of a small version of the fret and 
rayed heads, facing pairs of rayed heads or double-headed 
serpents.
Media: Textile, plain weave natural ochre cotton or dark 
blue dyed camelid hair with back-stitch and whipping-stitch 
used to create Linear mode imagery. On two tunics the im-
agery is worked on a separately woven band with supple-
mentary warps in the three figure colors substituting in the 
plain weave, running along the back of the band where not 
engaged.
Color: (1) dark blue cloth, red woven background and 
embroidered outlines, figures in yellow-gold, dark blue 
and green, dark blue woven basal fringe, polychrome plied 
shoulder fringe; (2, 3) golden-brown (ochre) cotton cloth, 
red embroidered and woven background and outlines, fig-
ures in yellow-gold, dark blue and green; (9) ochre cotton 
cloth and yarn fringe, red embroidered background and out-
lines, figures in yellow-gold, dark blue and green, triangles 
in all embroidery colors along the inner border margin; (4, 
5, 6, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14,15) dark blue cloth, red embroidered 
background and outlines, figures in yellow-gold, dark blue 
and green, and except for the women’s mantles, polychrome 
plied yarn fringe; (7,8) looped with red background, figures 
in yellow-gold, dark blue and green.
Commentary: The recurrence of a single icon in gar-
ments sets or individual mantles placed in a large num-
ber of mortuary bundles is characteristic of Linear mode 
design, particularly among garments with the bright red 
background predominant in the Topara-associated Wari 
Kayan assemblage. There are Paracas tradition precedents 
for the double-headed serpent group, including close-knot-
ted llautu headdress bands and a yellow and brown double-
cloth mantle from Ocucaje (King 1965). However, this par-
ticular icon recurs in the Wari Kayan tombs: certain male 
contexts that span the Paracas-Nasca transition and some 
men’s and women’s contexts of phase 1. The mantle and tu-
nic from WK 292 (190) have only the red background em-
broidery, a characteristic of several Linear mode embroi-
deries in this tomb. Note that one woman’s mantle (5) has 
lost its original contextual data. The presence of a fragment 
among materials in the disturbed base of phase 10 context 
WK 352 is interesting, though it very likely intruded from 
the bundle exterior (Peters and Tomasto 2017). Many other 
phase 10 and transitional bundles that include Linear Mode 
textiles do not include any object with this icon, so its prom-
inent presence in certain bundles indicates a relationship in 
their social identity or ritual role.
The women’s mantles and the large mantle in WK 421 
have the border imagery depicted on a reduced scale in 
paired bands that cross the central cloth panel(s), perpen-
dicular to the main lateral borders. The unkuña tunic in 
WK 421 has narrower paired transverse bands depicting a 
simplified double-headed serpent icon with an interlock-
ing limb and a pair of hooked rays from the top of the head, 
and tiny figures with curved rays line the inner border mar-
gin. Images created using structural media and on narrower 
3. Where mortuary contexts have two numbers, it is because the textile bundle was opened under a different number (in parentheses) 
than that assigned to the whole context during excavation. Restoration of the original tomb designation is important both for map-
ping style and time across the cemetery and to reunite data on the human remains, textiles, other objects placed within the bundle 
and objects placed adjacent during its final burial.
 
Paracas sector Context3 Sp. Object type Form Technique 
(1) Wari Kayan  49 27 open-sided fringed tunic with woven borders Tunic 2 Supplementary warps, Embroidery 
(2) Wari Kayan  49 39 open-sided fringed tunic with woven borders Tunic 2 Supplementary warps, Embroidery 
(3) Wari Kayan 49 4 large mantle Mantle 1 Embroidery 
(4) Wari Kayan 28 21 woman’s small mantle Mantle 5 Embroidery 
(5) Wari Kayan 28? (421) 4 woman’s small mantle Mantle 5 Embroidery 
(6) Wari Kayan 1 4 woman’s small mantle Mantle 5 Embroidery 
(7) Wari Kayan 401 s/n llautu, looped headband tubular  Looping 
(8) Wari Kayan 12 (382) 12 llautu, looped headband tubular  Looping 
(9) Wari Kayan 12 (382) 40 man’s skirt Skirt 2 Embroidery 
(10) Wari Kayan 421 49 man’s skirt Skirt 2 Embroidery 
(11) Wari Kayan 421 44 unkuña open tunic Tunic 5 Embroidery 
(12) Wari Kayan 421 4 Mantle Mantle 1 Embroidery 
(13) Wari Kayan 26 6 mantle, unfinished Mantle 1 Embroidery 
(14) Wari Kayan  292 (190) 27 unkuña, open tunic Tunic 5 Embroidery 
(15) Wari Kayan 292 (190) [6?] mantle, unfinished Mantle 1 Embroidery 
(16) Wari Kayan 352 95 mantle? fragment Embroidery 
Distribution: 
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embroidered borders and transverse bands demonstrate the 
basic components of the icon. The large mantles add more 
felines and other figures in the background areas and a tiny 
two-headed bird at the end of each band. 
Tiny figures that line the inner margins of embroidered 
borders are usually present, and may take the form of a 
small version of the fret and rayed heads (1, 2, 3) or facing 
pairs of rayed heads (11). Reduced scale representations take 
the form of a double-headed serpent in S or Z position on 
the inner border margins of the women’s mantles (4, 5, 6) 
and the fingers of the looped llautus (7,8), but as an angled 
double-headed serpent on the transverse bands of the un-
kuña tunic (11). The two mantles that lack inner borders (13, 
15) have near-identical imagery and share other elements 
of technique and image style. The various types of reduced-
scale motifs seem to be indicators of style groups with social 
significance, and are related to other icons discussed below.
Figure wearing a large headdress with recurved ‘rays’ 
or textile bands: (Figure 3)
Standing ‘warrior-ritual’ figure (Peters 2000) with human 
head-body orientation. Arms are extended and from one 
hand hangs a cord ending in a small object. The early ver-
sion (1) has a trapezoidal headdress flanked by two large 
down-curving loops, and on one side a third larger loop re-
sembling later headcloths. Small cords from the sides of 
the head end in fringe. The later versions (2-3) lack the 
long loop and instead have three more curved loops from 
each side of the headdress and a diadem, fringed bands set 
with metal plaques at each side of the face and two ser-
pents matching in color, one larger and curved, hang be-
low the upper arms. The later figures wear a fringed tunic 
and skirt, and ankle bands, and a knife-like object hangs be-
low one hand, a head with fringe-like hair below the other.
Paracas sector Context Sp. Object type Form Technique 
(1) Wari Kayan  94 61 unkuña open-sided tunic Tunic 5 Embroidery 
(2) Wari Kayan  243 7 mantle  Mantle 3 Embroidery 
(3) Wari Kayan  243 34 unkuña open-sided tunic Tunic 5 Embroidery 
 
Figure 3. a. Wari Kayan 94 sp. 61, unkuña (Tunic 5), MNAAHP RT 2639, photo AP; b. Wari Kayan 243 sp. 7, Mantle 3 with cross-looped 
binding on central seam, MNAAHP RT 3173, photo AP.
Distribution: 
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Media: Textile, plain weave cotton with camelid back-
stitch embroidery: (1) figures in an early style transitional 
from the Broad Line to the Block Color mode (2-3) figures 
in an early Block Color style.
Color: (1) green background, figures in red, yellow-gold 
and dark blue; (2,3) dark green background, figures in red, 
yellow-gold, dark blue, medium green and brown, looped 
edging with S/Z motifs, polychrome plied fringe of the em-
broidery yarns.
Commentary: A small, well-defined group, including a 
simple, very early representation and a garment set with 
the more fully developed image. No subsequent examples 
of this icon have been defined, although it appears to be re-
lated to later ‘standing’ figures with rayed heads (below). 
The outlines of this headdress link this icon to representa-
tions of dorsal insect-like creatures, and all of them to sheet 
metal ornaments with repoussée decoration that echoes 
these forms.
The relationship between these two variants of one icon 
demonstrates the development of the representational con-
ventions of the Block Color mode. In the Broad Line and 
Block Color modes, it is common to be able to trace recur-
rence of an icon among only two or three mortuary bun-
dles, as is seen below.
‘Warrior-ritual’ figures with rayed heads: (Figure 4)
Frontal or semi-frontal ‘standing’ figures with rayed heads 
have a human head-body orientation and limbs and carry 
objects in their hands typical of the ‘warrior-ritual complex’ 
(Peters, 2000) such as a sling, knife, banded staff, spear, or 
severed head (Paul 1990, Makowski, 2000, fig. 34; Peters, 
2018a). This figure type sometimes has a net bag at its back 
with a human head protruding. 
Media: Textile, (1,2) cotton plain weave, camelid embroi-
dery, back-stitch in the Block Color mode (3,4,5,6) camelid 
plain weave, camelid embroidery, back-stitch in the Block 
Color mode 
Color: (1,2) Brown or dyed (carbonized) cloth, purple 
borders with polychrome figures, plied fringe (1); (3,4,5,6) 
yellow cloth with dark purple borders, polychrome figures, 
edging and fringe of looped triangular tabs (5) or plied yarn 
(4, 6).
Commentary: These motifs define an icon within the 
more general Warrior-ritual theme, but are not com-
bined with other figures of this genre on the ‘Warrior fig-
ures’ mantles of phase 1. Note their consistent placement 
on a purple background. Within the icon, there are vari-
ants in the object held and carried and in the facial details, 
which include very short whiskers or a crustacean-like 
Paracas sector Context Sp. Object type Form Technique 
(1) Wari Kayan  378 7 large mantle Mantle 2 Embroidery 
(2) Wari Kayan 378 25 ñañaka, unfinished Headcloth 3 Embroidery 
(3) Wari Kayan  310 44 unkuña, open tunic  Tunic 5 Embroidery 
(4) Wari Kayan  310 43 wara, loincloth Loincloth 3 Embroidery 
(5) Wari Kayan  310 39 ñañaka, headcloth Headcloth 3 Embroidery 
(6) Wari Kayan  310 27 mantle, center panels Mantle 1 Embroidery 
 
Distribution: 
Figure 4. a. Wari Kayan 378 sp. 25 ñañaka (Headcloth 3), MNAAHP RT 2732, photo AP.
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mouth-mask. Most share an unusual form of skirt depicted 
as lateral triangles, over another loincloth. This garment 
form is depicted in early Nasca imagery, appearing on a 
painted mantle in a unique Nasca 2 style at the Cleveland 
Museum of Art and on others (Sawyer 1979, fig. 13). Early 
Nasca lower garments are large rectangles with ties at the 
four corners (O’Neale, 1937; Frame 2007; Peters 2017, 
2018b) and this imagery may indicate how they were worn 
by mythic beings. 
From a later time period than the depictions of the Rayed 
Head alone, these figures combine straight and curved 
rays, so their antecedents may lie in the ceramic or tex-
tile mummy bundle heads of Chongos or Ocucaje – or other 
representations of figures with straight vertical and lateral 
rays – rather than in the embroidered versions of the Rayed 
Head icon. They are embroidered with purple, green and 
yellow backgrounds, colors associated with Nasca style tex-
tiles found in lower Ica and the Nasca watershed. The gar-
ment forms in WK 310 also show ‘outside’ influence, adopt-
ing an unusual loincloth design, Wara 3 (Peters, 2018b), and 
a short headcloth with fringe.
Related motifs on earlier and contemporary textiles in-
clude ‘warrior figures’ with a headdress incorporating sets 
of straight radiant bands (possibly feathers), often combined 
with a long headcloth (a variant on the mantle 292(190) Sp. 
17 has six tiny heads), as well as two examples of a ‘war-
rior figure’ icon wearing an animal skin headdress, with a 
net bag at their backs.
Dorsal insect-like figures with bilaterally symmetrical 
recurved rays: (Figure 5)
Two distinct groups of motifs are proposed as variants of 
a single icon that differ in both style and the connotations 
made explicit in the imagery. Two others are proposed as 
a possible antecedent and probable descendent. Variant 
A (2,3,4) resembles the head ornaments discussed above, 
small motifs of a face flanked by a straight prongs and sym-
metrically curved rays, with a curved trapezoidal or tail-like 
element above and two simple bands extending from the 
mouth below. Variant B (5,6) is a more detailed image, in 
which the lateral triangles resemble ears, the rays curve to-
wards the base of the face and end in small heads, two arms 
extend below, and the tail-like upper feature is banded, its 
corners ending in small heads: a dorsal figure resembling a 
mythic insect (see Figure 4). 
Figure 5. a. Wari Kayan 113, headcloth, AMNH 41.2/8839b, photo AHP; b. Wari Kayan 
89 sp. 33, anako (probable loincloth), MNAAHP RT 2924, photo M. Jhong/MNAAHP.
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A possible prototype (1) is found in tiny monochrome im-
ages in the Mosaic style on a woman’s headcloth from phase 
10. A later variant (7) is a large scale Nasca 2 representa-
tion in which a figure similar in its position and core ele-
ments appears with diadem, mouthmask and flanking disks, 
arms and legs, serpentine appendages and patterned beans. 
This version is repeated on square ‘chessboard’ panels on 
the central ground of a mantle; larger versions on the lat-
eral borders have been damaged by loss of the underlying 
cotton plain weave band.
Media: Textile, plain weave (1,2) natural cotton, (3,5,6) 
natural or dyed (carbonized, absent) cotton, (4) dyed cot-
ton, or (7) dyed camelid hair, with camelid embroidery, fig-
ures in Block Color styles.
Color: (1) brown cotton, dark (carbonized) border back-
ground with monochrome figures in red, yellow-gold, green-
blue and blue-purple; (2,3) beige or brown cotton ground, 
purple border background, red, yellow, brown-gold and 
medium blue figures with white used in details; (4) dark 
red cotton, bright red figures and a green and polychrome 
cross-looped edging and short plied fringe; (5) dyed cot-
ton ground, red border background, polychrome figures; 
(6) brown cotton border band, purple background, poly-
chrome figure; (7) dark red camelid ground, dark purple 
background on borders and square panels, polychrome fig-
ures, cross-looped edging and plied polychrome fringe.
Commentary: The ‘mosaic’ style embroidered cloth on the 
head of the woman in phase 10 bundle WK 113 is an unusual 
early style that is also present as monochrome outlined fig-
ures that line the inner borders of many phase 10 and early 
phase 1 mantles and a few other garments. The mosaic style 
is one of several distinctive inner border styles.
Among new garment forms introduced in phases 1A and 
1B are those originally called ‘anako’ by Tello’s research 
team, which are related to contemporary garment forms 
from the Nasca valley (Peters 2017b, 2018b). With them 
come a swarm of insect motifs, or more explicit represen-
tations of themes already present in Linear mode imagery. 
These images bear an obvious relationship to the Rayed 
Head, clear in an unfinished border representing standing 
figures with rayed heads (Figure 4) in which a related mo-
tif has been inserted to fill the end – a recurrent practice 
in the anako garment system. This may be a precedent for 
the red-bordered unkuña tunic (4), which incorporates this 
novel image into a tunic form and color scheme more typ-
ical of the Wari Kayan assemblage. The other rayed-head 
images of this group are associated with color schemes 
and other aspects of garment design characteristic of the 
lower Ica valley and Nasca watershed. The large mantles 
in the late phase 2 bundle WK 318 display images shar-
ing aspects of iconography and image style with Nasca 3 
painted ceramics.
Two bands connected to a rayed head, above a figure’s 
head: (Figure 6)
This group consist of two examples of a recurrent icon and 
several more loosely related figures, all of which incorporate 
a rayed motif attached to a figure by two bands. 
Variant A (1,2) in horizonal position (head perpendicular 
to body) has small lateral curved ears, a prominent mouth-
mask with long, curling, backswept upper whiskers (sea ot-
ter features), and a diadem before a domed head and short 
headcloth. The large tunic extends over his shoulders, above 
a fringed skirt. One hand grasps a pair of short, crossed 
sticks. From the mouth extends a serpentine appendage 
with spiked margins, ending in a human/bird figure (which 
appears elsewhere as a principal icon), who holds a diadem 
4. Grouped tombs known as ”Cabezas Largas” were located in the Arena Blanca residential sector, as well as other isolated tombs and 
small groups that correspond to the Paracas Necropolis mortuary tradition.
Paracas sector Context Sp. Object type Form Technique 
(1) Wari Kayan 113 s/n Headcloth atypical at WK Embroidery 
(2) Wari Kayan  89 30 headcloth, wide Anako type Embroidery 
(3) Wari Kayan  89 33 loincloth, fragments, ties Anako type Embroidery 
(4) Arena Blanca4 157 19 Headcloth atypical at WK Embroidery 
(5) Wari Kayan 190 (290) 54 unkuña open tunic Tunic 5 Embroidery 
(6) Wari Kayan  378 25 ñañaka, unfinished Headcloth 3 Embroidery 
(7) Wari Kayan  318 9 mantle, center panels Mantle 1 Embroidery 
 
Distribution: 
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and has a tongue appendage ending in a small catlike figure. 
Above this figure’s head is the small rayed head. The later 
version has simian feet, holds a severed head, and a second 
head ornaments a panel at his back, from which extends a 
serpentine appendage ending in a feline head. 
Variant B (3) has human and bird attributes and wears a 
large mouth-mask, from which emits a serpentine append-
age, while another extends from the tail. He grasps a di-
adem and wears a double diadem, and a lobed headdress 
with a rayed look, above which extends the cords leading 
to an ornament with lateral curved rays. Variant C is semi-
dorsal figure (4) with the head of a sea otter, who trails 
a vertical diadem before a short headcloth and an avian 
or marine tail that emits a serpentine appendage. Another 
appendage extends from the mouth, flanked by two cords 
from his hands that lead to a large diadem. Flanking his nos-
trils, his thick whiskers have faces, and his large cat-skin 
headdress has two cords from its mouth. One leads to a hu-
man/bird figure grasping a cord, whose mouth appendage 
leads to a flower. The other leads to a human/bird figure 
grasping a pod of patterned beans. In the middle of it all is 
the rayed head, its cords emerging from the head of the cat-
skin headdress. Variant D is a standing figure (5) with hu-
man and simian attributes who wears a shell pendant before 
a large tunic with borders of patterned beans and fringe at 
shoulders and base and grasps a fan and a tuber. From his 
back, a large serpentine appendage leads to a dorsal catlike 
figure with extended tongue and forearms.
Figure 6. a. Wari Kayan 420 sp. 2, atypical mantle, MNAAHP RT 5907, photo AP; b. Wari Kayan 27 sp. 11, anako (mantle, headcloth or 
loincloth), MI-UNSAAC 3561, photo AHP.
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Media: Textile, plain weave (1,2) dark green camelid hair 
or (3,4,5) probably dyed cotton with camelid embroidery: 
(1,2) figures in a phase 1A-B Block Color style (3) figure in 
a different phase 1B Block Color style; (4,5) figures in two 
different Nasca 2 Block Color styles.
Color: (1) dark (carbonized) dyed cotton ground, yel-
low-gold border background, polychrome figures; (2) 
green background, red borders and outlines, polychrome 
figures; (3) ochre cotton ground, red border background, 
polychrome figures; (4) dark (carbonized) dyed cotton, seg-
mented polychrome border and figures, red fringe and dark 
purple-black flat-braided ties at each corner; (5) black ca-
melid ground, red border background, polychrome figures, 
rectangular tabbed fringe in close looping.
Commentary: A well-distinguished icon in (1,2), despite 
added elements in the later representation, demonstrates a 
surprisingly direct connection between these mortuary bun-
dles. The crossed sticks and the combination of other ele-
ments are unique to date. 
The other three images show recombination of elements 
referencing sea otters and human/birds, a variability char-
acteristic of Block Color mode imagery, as well as the in-
troduction of cat-skin headdresses and explicit vegetal mo-
tifs, prominent in the phase 2 assemblages. The rayed head 
motif depicted as a headdress ornament and the prominent 
use of yellows link it to sheet metal ornaments, which were 
particularly large, abundant and decorative in late Para-
cas contexts and the contemporary Wari Kayan mortuary 
bundles. The Nasca region must have controlled the gold 
sources, as metal ornaments become scarcer and simpler 
in the Wari Kayan bundles, while they are well-developed 
and abundant at the Cahuachi site. These Rayed Head or-
naments are reminiscent of early Nasca ornaments found 
at Cahuachi (Orefici 2012, p. 202, fig. 7-16).
Diagonal two-headed serpents: (Figure 7)
A diagonal serrated band has a triangular serpent head at 
each end, flanked by simple lines that also mark the oppo-
site diagonal, with a tiny double-headed serpent or another 
figure fitted into the triangular spaces on each margin. Vari-
ant A, depicted in the Linear mode, has a straight body. Vari-
ant B, depicted in the Block Color mode, has a zigzag body.
Media: Textile, plain weave cotton or dyed camelid hair 
(9) with back-stitch and whipping-stitch used to create Lin-
ear mode imagery (1-9) or Block Color mode imagery (10,11)
Color: (1) yellow cloth, dark (carbonized) background, 
figures in blue-green, red, yellowgold, plied cord edging; 
(2,3,4) probably dyed (carbonized) cloth, red background, 
polychrome figures; (5,7) natural beige cloth, red back-
ground, figures in dark blue, green, yellow-gold; (6,8) dyed 
(carbonized) cloth, dark purple background, figures in dark 
Paracas sector Context Sp. Object type Form Technique 
(1) Wari Kayan  420 2 Mantle Mantle 1 Embroidery 
(2) Wari Kayan  38 5 mantle  Mantle 1 Embroidery 
(3) Wari Kayan 89 15 Mantle Mantle 2 Embroidery 
(4) Wari Kayan 27 11 anako, mantle?, fragments Anako type Embroidery 
(5) Wari Kayan  253 26 Mantle Mantle 3 Embroidery 
 
Distribution: 
Paracas sector Context Sp. Object type Form Technique 
(1) Wari Kayan  352 28/73 probable man’s skirt fragments Embroidery 
(2) Wari Kayan  438 15 Mantle fragmentary Embroidery 
(3) Wari Kayan 438 18 Possible ñañaka headcloth fragmentary Embroidery 
(4) Wari Kayan 438 25 unkuña, open tunic Tunic 5 Embroidery 
(5) Wari Kayan 91 94 wara, loincloth Wara 2 Embroidery 
(6) Wari Kayan 243 28 ñañaka, headcloth Headcloth 1 Embroidery 
(7) Wari Kayan 190 (290) 64 ñañaka, headcloth Headcloth 1 Embroidery 
(8) Wari Kayan 190 (290) 56 ñañaka, headcloth Headcloth 1 Embroidery 
(9) Wari Kayan 310 40 ñañaka, headcloth Headcloth 1 Embroidery 
(10) Wari Kayan 319 49 unkuña, open tunic Tunic 5 Embroidery 
(11) Wari Kayan 319 106 ñañaka, headcloth Headcloth 3 Embroidery 
 
Distribution: 
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Figure 7. a. Wari Kayan 352 sp. 28/73 probable man’s skirt, MRI DB-02, photo AHP; b. Wari Kayan 438 sp. 25, unkuña (Tunic 5), MNAAHP 
RT 2371, photo AP; c. Wari Kayan 319 sp. 49, unkuña (Tunic 5), MNAAHP 3233, photo M. Jhong/MNAAHP.
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blue, green, red, yellow-gold;  (9) red cloth, dark purple 
background, dark blue, red, green, yellow-gold figures; 
(10,11) red (carbonized) cloth, purple outlines, polychrome 
figures, (lost) red plied fringe.
Commentary: This icon is very similar to the motifs on 
the reduced-scale motifs on the paired transverse bands of 
the unkuña tunic WK 421 sp. 44, which has the icon defined 
by linked diagonal bands with rayed heads and feline figures 
depicted on its borders. Moreover, it bears a strong relation-
ship to the surface structure of the back-stitch embroidery 
used to create the imagery. Note that these examples range 
from two of the early phase 10 mortuary bundles, linked 
to Ocucaje 10, to one of the late phase 2 mortuary bundles, 
linked to Nasca 2-3. On the tunic and mantle in WK 438 it is 
depicted in two rows, and on the tunic and short headcloth 
in WK 319 the Block Color variant is reproduced in multi-
ple rows and an array of pastel colors on a matching gar-
ment set that adorned an inner display layer (Archivo Tello, 
2012, fig. 498). All are men’s bundles (but for gender com-
plexity, see Peters and Tomasto, 2017). In the phase 1A and 
1B bundles, this icon has only been preserved on headcloths.
Interconnected looped serpents: (Figure 8)
Diagonally arrayed loop-like zigzag bands connected to tri-
angular serpent heads, in pairs that interlock (Variants A 
and B) or share a single serpent head (Variant C). Tiny fe-
line/simian figures or birds with spread wings (3) occupy 
triangular spaces at each margin. All examples are in Lin-
ear mode embroidery. Variant A, depicted on a garment set 
(1,2), has simple diagonal lines that demarcate a pair of 
curving zigzag lines with one serrated margin, in contrast-
ing colors, that each connect to a triangular serpent head at 
the apex of each loop. Small-scale versions in another pair 
of contrasting colors fit in the intermediate spaces. In the 
adjacent diagonals, the colors of the large and small motifs 
are reversed. Variant B (3) has diagonal arrays of U-shaped 
lines that pair at each end (one becomes serrated) and con-
nect to a triangular serpent head. The central space of each 
loop is occupied by the serpent heads and paired lines of an 
adjacent set in a contrasting color. Variant C (4,5) has tri-
angular serpent heads adjacent to the outer border margin, 
each connected to a serrated body that curves towards the 
inner border margin and hooks to end behind the head of 
the next serpent, which contrasts in color.
Paracas sector Context Sp. Object type Form Technique 
(1) Wari Kayan  421 60 unkuña tunic Tunic 5 Embroidery 
(2) Wari Kayan  421 72 ñañaka, headcloth Headcloth 1 Embroidery 
(3) Wari Kayan 190 (290) 89 ñañaka, headcloth Headcloth 1 Embroidery 
(4) Wari Kayan 292 (190) 54 ñañaka, headcloth Headcloth 1 Embroidery 
(5) Wari Kayan 310 54f ñañaka, headcloth Headcloth 3 Embroidery 
 
  
Distribution:  
Figure 8. a. Wari Kayan 421 sp. 60, unkuña (Tunic 5), MNAAHP 
RT 3101, photo M. Jhong/MNAAHP; b. Wari Kayan 190 (290) sp. 
89, ñañaka (Headcloth 1), MNAAHP RT 2495, photo AP; c. Wari 
Kayan 310 sp. 54f, ñañaka, fragmentary headcloth, MNAAHP RT 
2772, photo AP.
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Media: Textile, plain weave cotton with back-stitch and 
whipping-stitch used to create Linear mode imagery. 
Color: (1,2) dyed (absent) cloth, dark blue background, fig-
ures in dark green, light green, olive-brown, red, yellow; (3) 
ochre cotton cloth, red background, figures in dark blue, yel-
low, medium blue and green; (4) natural beige cloth, light 
red background, figures in dark blue, dark green, yellow-gold 
and red-brown; (5) dark brown cloth, purple background, fig-
ures in dark blue, dark green, red, yellow-gold and medium 
brown, looped triangular tab fringe in the embroidery colors.
Commentary: These motifs seem to represent a con-
cept linked to the movement of yarns in needlework, but 
the three variants describe somewhat different motions 
and perhaps may not be considered a single icon. The mo-
tions are those of looping, either back-stitch (Variants A 
and C) or simple looping (Variant B). The three variants 
represent different concepts or different interpretations 
of a single concept. The examples that provide evidence 
of a direct precedent and its reinterpretation is an earlier 
and later headcloth (4,5) that depict exactly the same mo-
tif on garments that differ in overall form, color scheme 
and finishes.
Curving two-headed serpents: (Figure 9)
Two variants are included. Variant A is a Z-curved band 
with marginal stripes and internal patterning, with a sim-
ple serpent-like head at each end. Variant B is a patterned 
band divided into segments that each emerges from be-
neath a three-dimensional head in the colors of the previ-
ous band and ends in its own three-dimensional serpent-
like head.
Media: Dyed cotton plain weave (1,2) or natural cotton 
(3) with back stitch used to create Block Color embroidery, 
and (3) embroidered yarns threaded through the fine cen-
tral panel to create a linear pattern. Complex flat braiding 
(oblique interlace) in segments of different colors (4) with 
three-dimensional serpent heads in tubular looping at one 
end of each.
Color: (1,2) green dyed cloth, purple background, poly-
chrome figures; (3) beige cloth, bright green and red-pur-
ple sectioned border and linear design, polychrome figures; 
(4) segment backgrounds in purple, dark, medium and pale 
blue, light red, yellow, and brown, with figures in contrast-
ing colors.
Commentary: These are all headdress elements in ‘for-
eign’ styles. Double-headed Z-curved serpents are embroi-
dered on narrow headcloth borders in bright colors in the 
Block Color style. The first occurs on two matching wide 
women’s headcloths (1,2), part of a layered set in the large 
female mortuary bundle WK 28. The tiny serpents alter-
nate with long-jawed fish and tassel-like motifs on both 
Paracas sector Context Sp. Object type Form Technique 
(1) Wari Kayan 28 26 woman’s wide headcloth Headcloth 2 Embroidery 
(2) Wari Kayan 28 20 woman’s wide headcloth Headcloth 2 Embroidery 
(3) Wari Kayan 319 52 small headcloth atypical of WK Embroidery 
(4) Wari Kayan  38 43 Llautu braided headband 3D looped heads Flat braided & 
looped 
 
Figure 9. a. Wari Kayan 28 sp. 26, ñañaka (Headcloth 2), 
MNAAHP RT 2856, photo AHP; b. Wari Kayan 319 sp. 52, ñañaka, 
atypical headcloth, MNAAHP RT 3007, photo M. Jhong/MNAAHP; 
c. Wari Kayan 38 sp. 43, llautu, flat braided and tubular looped 
headband, MNAAHP RT 1875, photo M. Jhong/MNAAHP.
Distribution:  
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headcloths. In a second example (3), pairs of double-headed 
serpents are set in a green and red-purple sectioned border 
on a fine small headcloth with the center panel embroidered 
overall in stepped diagonal lines using the same colors, in 
the late Nasca 2 burial WK 319.  On a segmented llautu 
headband in WK 38, a series of patterned bands in different 
bright color schemes are patterned much like the serpent 
bodies, and on the upper side at one end a three-dimen-
sional serpent head is worked in tubular looping. While it 
lies straight in the museum setting, such bands are depicted 
as curving serpents on the heads of embroidered figures.
S-Z curved two-headed serpents with chin whiskers: 
(Figure 10)
A double-headed serpent-like figure with hook-like chin 
whiskers that curves to form a figure resembling an ‘S’ or 
‘Z’ shaped motif.
Media: Textile, plain weave natural cotton (1) dyed ca-
melid hair (3,4,5) with back-stitches alternating in direc-
tion and whipping-stitch used to create Linear mode imag-
ery. Close simple looping (2), tubular with colors not in play 
carried within, ending in small tubular ‘fingers’ at each end. 
Color: (1) natural beige cloth, red border background, 
figures in dark blue, dark green and yellow-gold, edging 
with polychrome ‘S’ motifs; (2) red background, figures dark 
blue, dark green and yellow-gold; (3,4,5) dark blue cloth, 
red border background, central panels and outlines, figures 
dark blue, dark green and yellow-gold, edging with poly-
chrome ‘S’ motifs, plied polychrome fringe.
Commentary: This icon is represented by a tight-knit 
group of Linear mode motifs from two contemporary male 
mortuary bundles of very early phase 1. Moreover, the em-
broidery stitches on all garments are atypical of the Para-
cas Necropolis assemblage, appearing on very few other gar-
ments, one also being from tomb WK 26. The blocky style of 
Figure 10. a. Wari Kayan 26 sp. 21, unkuña, Tunic 5 (fragment), MNAAHP RT 26625, photo AHP; b. Wari Kayan 421 sp. 133 (originally 
sp. 3), Mantle 1 with center panels, MNAAHP RT 1674, photo AHP. 
Paracas sector Context Sp. Object type Form Technique 
(1) Wari Kayan  26 21 unkuña, open tunic Tunic 5  Embroidery 
(2) Wari Kayan  421 9 llautu looped headband tubular w/ ‘fingers’ Looping 
(3) Wari Kayan  421 110 man’s wrapped skirt Skirt 2 Embroidery 
(4) Wari Kayan 421 84 unkuña, open tunic Tunic 5 Embroidery 
(5) Wari Kayan  421 133 Mantle Mantle 1 Embroidery 
 
Distribution:  
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the WK 421 garment set is also unique, and extends to the 
matching looped llautu headband. Yet this famous garment 
set has been displayed as emblematic of Paracas Necropo-
lis, on the frontispiece (Carrión 1949) and cover (Tello and 
Mejía 1979) of books published by members of the original 
research team. There is an antecedent for this icon in the 
Broad Line style, though without burial context. 
The motif is repeated on the cross looped edging of the 
garments and the ‘fingers’ of the llautu headband. On the 
garment set in WK 421 is also appears in the intermedi-
ate spaces of the large version, on ‘chessboard’ rectangles 
across the central panel, and along the inner border mar-
gins. The ‘S’ or ‘Z’ motif is the most common motif repre-
sented on the cross-looped edgings that bind the margin and 
cover joins to plied fringe (or other types) from late phase 
10 on, and is tattooed on the hands of the woman in phase 
10 bundle WK 113.
Interlinked two-headed serpents: (Figure 11)
Three variants, Linear Mode motifs differing in both stitch-
ing style and image style that possibly constitute a single 
icon. The first (1,2) are bands with textured margins in an 
elongated S position with a wide lozenge-shaped head at 
each end, that hook onto adjacent two-headed serpent mo-
tifs in contrasting colors, with small feline figures in the tri-
angular spaces on each margin. The second (3) are bands 
with serrated margins in an elongated Z position with a fe-
line-like head at each end, that hook onto adjacent two-
headed serpent motifs in contrasting colors, with small fe-
line figures in the triangular spaces on each margin and 
S-motifs on the looped edging. The third (4,5) are bands 
with serrated margins in an elongated Z position with a 
rounded human-like head at each end, that hook onto adja-
cent two-headed serpent motifs in contrasting colors, with-
out ‘filler’ figures.
Figure 11. a. Wari Kayan 421 sp. 69, ñañaka (Headcloth 1), MNAAHP RT 3105, photo AP; b. Wari Kayan 12 (382) sp. 76, ñañaka (Head-
cloth 1), MNAAHP RT 672, photo AP; c. Wari Kayan 94 sp. 28, ñañaka (Headcloth 1), MNAAHP RT 1399, photo AP.
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5. Caecilians are lizard species that have lost all limbs, or in some cases retain vestigial forelimbs (Peters 1991). They live underground 
in humid forest environments radically unlike the Paracas desert. Other candidates for natural inspiration for this imagery include 
centipedes and seaworms.
Media: Textile, plain weave dyed camelid hair with back-
stitch and whipping-stitch used to create Linear mode 
imagery. 
Color: (1) brown (carbonized) cloth, dark blue back-
ground, red, dark green, olive-brown and yellow figures; 
(2) brown (carbonized) cloth, red background, green, dark 
blue and yellow-gold figures; (3) absent cloth, dark green 
background, dark blue, red, and yellow-gold figures, edging, 
fringe; (4,5) dark (carbonized) cloth, light red background, 
dark blue, green, and yellow-gold figures.
Commentary: These motifs appear also to refer to the 
movement of yarns in needlework. Variants A and B re-
semble the usual back-stitch procedure, while Variant C re-
sembles the alternating back-stitch used in the two-headed 
serpents in WK 26 and WK 421 (Figure 9). Note that these 
headcloths were placed in some of the same male mortu-
ary bundles that display other variants of the two-headed 
serpent. The different head forms appear to indicate dis-
tinctions in the metaphors at play, or the sphere of mean-
ing. Each variant is also associated with differences in yarn 
qualities, stitching and of course color scheme and finishes, 
suggesting different production communities contributing a 
headcloth of this form added to each of these mortuary con-
texts, during a time period associated with phase 1A.
 
Serpent-like creatures with forelimbs and hooked 
tails5: (Figure 12) 
Serpentine figures with small limbs flanking the head, at 
one or both ends: a range of motifs that may share a com-
mon linguistic referent (same icon) or not, as they dem-
onstrate significant differences in representational conven-
tions. Variant A (2,3,4) is a pair of flanking figures in the 
Linear mode, positioned in mirror symmetry but shifted so 
their bodies are parallel and the heads extend at each end. 
The body is a band with zigzag margins, with a small ser-
pent-like head at one end, curved back in a hook-like posi-
tion, and a larger head flanked by small limbs ending in ‘fin-
gers’. Small motifs fill the triangular spaces at each margin.
Variant B is a serpentine figure (5,6) composed of a 
straight band with zigzag margins with a head at one end 
with curling whiskers, flanked by small curved limbs. The 
back end has a small tail curved back in a hook-like posi-
tion. Variant C has pairs of adjacent straight serpent bodies 
with zigzag margins (1), a head with small flanking limbs 
at the opposing ends of each pair.
Media: Textile, dyed (carbonized or absent) cotton plain 
weave; dyed camelid hair with back-stitch and whipping-
stitch used to create Linear mode imagery (2,3,4) or early 
Block Color imagery (1); dyed cotton plain weave and back 
Paracas sector Context Sp. Object type Form Technique 
(1) Wari Kayan  421 69 ñañaka, headcloth Headcloth 1 Embroidery 
(2) Wari Kayan  190 (290) 91 ñañaka, headcloth Headcloth 1 Embroidery 
(3) Wari Kayan 12 (382) 76 ñañaka, headcloth Headcloth 1 Embroidery 
(4) Wari Kayan 94 28 ñañaka, headcloth Headcloth 1 Embroidery 
(5) Wari Kayan 190 (290) 84 ñañaka, headcloth Headcloth 1 Embroidery 
 
Distribution:  
Paracas sector Context Sp. Object type Form Technique 
(1) Wari Kayan 49 28 tunic neck border fragmentary Embroidery 
(1) Wari Kayan 12 (382) 82 ñañaka, headcloth Headcloth 1 Embroidery 
(2) Wari Kayan 190 (290) 79 ñañaka, headcloth Headcloth 1 Embroidery 
(3) Wari Kayan 190 (290) 84 ñañaka, headcloth Headcloth 1 Embroidery 
(4) Wari Kayan 310 56a probable headcloth fragmentary Embroidery 
(5) Wari Kayan 188 s/n headcloth borders atypical at WK Embroidery 
(6) Wari Kayan 254 7 mantle center band Mantle 3 Cross looping 
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stitch used to create Block Color mode embroidery (5,6); 
Cross-looping with tubular binding, typically used on gar-
ment margins, used to cover a central seam (7).
Color: (1) green outlines, overall pattern of stripes and 
figure elements in red, dark blue, yellow-gold or orange-
gold, and green; (2,3) red embroidered background, fig-
ures in dark blue, green, yellow-gold; (4,5,6) dark purple 
background, polychrome figures; (7) red with polychrome 
figures.
Commentary: Variant A’s three examples are worked on 
the same type of headcloth, and two, with different back-
ground colors, come from the same mortuary bundle. 
Because this motif has a principal head with forelimbs and 
a small head at the other end, it is related to single-headed 
serpents, which have many similar elements. The later Block 
Color depictions of Variant B are worked on unusual head-
cloths with a dark purple-brown background, one of which 
is a woven camelid band on which the figure is embroidered, 
an early Nasca style found in contemporary textiles of the 
lower Ica valley and Nasca watershed. 
Variant C resembles this group as each band appears to 
end in one head, but it can also be interpreted as depiction 
of a two-headed serpent with tiny front limbs, like those 
below.
Figure 12. a. Wari Kayan 49 sp. 28, unku, tunic neck border, MNAAHP RT 4676, photo AP; b. Wari Kayan 12(382) sp. 82, ñañaka, Headcloth 
1, MNAAHP RT 2793, photo AP; c. Wari Kayan 188 sp. s/n woven and embroidered borders, probably of a headcloth, AMNH 41.2/8898, 
photo AHP.
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Zig-zag two-headed serpent-like creatures with fore-
limbs: (Figure 13)
Serpentine figures with small limbs flanking the head, at 
both ends and curving whickers (or feelers). A band with 
small protrusions along its margins has a serpent-like head 
at each end with a pair of curved chin whiskers flanked by 
small curved limbs ending in fingers. Variant A, in the Block 
Color mode, has an S-curved body with serrated margins 
and oval heads with a knife-like tongue. Variant B, in an un-
usual Linear mode style on headcloths, has a zigzag body 
with a pattern of concentric disks and small hooks on the 
margins, serpent-like heads and small feline or other mo-
tifs filling triangular spaces on each side. 
Media: Textile, plain weave natural beige or ochre cotton 
(2,3,5) and matching plied fringe (3,5), or dyed (carbonized 
or absent) cotton; dyed camelid hair with back-stitch and 
whipping-stitch used to create Linear mode imagery (3,4), 
back-stitch used to create Block Color embroidery (1,2,5). 
Color: (1) bright green background, figures in dark blue, 
red and yellow-gold; (2,3) red embroidered background, fig-
ures in dark blue, green, yellow-gold; (3,5) segmented back-
ground in purple, medium blue, pink, yellow, and brown, on 
each segment figures are worked in the contrasting colors. 
Figure 13. a. Wari Kayan 243 sp. 26, man’s skirt, MNAAHP RT 154, photo AP; b. Wari Kayan 49 sp. 43, man’s skirt, MNAAHP RT 2674, 
photo AP.
Distribution: 
Paracas sector Context Sp. Object type Form Technique 
(1) Wari Kayan  243 20 unkuña, open-sided tunic Tunic 5 Embroidery 
(2) Wari Kayan  243 26 man’s skirt or loincloth fragmentary Embroidery 
(3) Wari Kayan 49 43 ñañaka, headcloth Headcloth 1 Embroidery 
(4) Wari Kayan 190 (290) 77 ñañaka, headcloth Headcloth 1 Embroidery 
(5) Wari Kayan 310 56b man’s skirt or loincloth fragmentary Embroidery 
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Commentary: The earliest version is probably the very 
early Block Color mode figures on a green background 
on the unkuña tunic WK 243 Sp. 20. An S-curved vari-
ant in a more developed Block Color style, on a fragmen-
tary male skirt (or loincloth?), is from the same mortuary 
bundle. The motif is adopted into the phase 1 Linear mode 
headcloths in an unusual style with polychrome concen-
tric circles along the body, reminiscent of the bodies of the 
S-curved two-headed serpents in WK 421 (above). The ver-
sion in WK 49 is depicted in the color scheme typical of 
Wari Kayan Linear mode headcloths, while that in WK 190 
(290) is on a border divided into rectangular segments of 
contrasting colors, a style associated with early Nasca color 
schemes and iconography. The Block Color version of this 
motif appears again on a border divided into bright-col-
ored trapezoidal segments with stepped margins, a phase 
1B style, on a fragmentary possible (anako?) loincloth from 
the core of WK 310.
Two-headed serpent-bodied creatures with forelimbs, 
curving as a Z-like motif and overlapping other two-
headed serpents: (Figure 14)
A well-defined iconic group in the Linear Mode, with a band-
like body with serrated margins, strongly curving in the Z 
direction, that ends in two serpent-like heads with a pair 
of curved whiskers that also end in serpent heads, flanked 
by small curved limbs ending in fingers.  Each end overlaps 
two curving double-headed serpents of different lengths. 
The rotational symmetry is broken in the central span of 
the band-body, where two bands ending in serpent heads 
emerge on one side.
Figure 14. Wari Kayan 364 sp. 1, Mantle 1 with center panels, MRI 00001-02. Photo courtesy of Museo Regional de Ica/ Ministerio de 
Cultura del Perú.
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Media: Textile, plain weave cloth probably dyed (absent) 
in both central ground and border bands (1), dyed camelid 
hair cloth on center and cotton on borders with back-stitch 
and whipping-stitch used to create Linear mode imagery, 
cross-looped edging and plied yarn fringe. 
Color: (1) red border background, with dark blue, green, 
and yellow-gold figures; (2) dark blue cloth, red border 
background, squares and outlining, dark blue, green, and 
yellow-gold figures, edging and fringe in the embroidery 
colors. 
Commentary: This icon is represented on the borders of 
two large mantles. The mantle from the outer layer of WK 
364 also has a smaller scale version depicted on ‘chessboard’ 
rectangles across its central ground, as well as small dou-
ble-headed serpent figures lining the inner border margins. 
These two mantles depict the exact same motif, even re-
peating an odd detail in the center of each figure in which 
two ends of the (same?) serpent figure emerge from the 
same side of the band. It seems likely that the well-pre-
served mantle from WK 364 is a direct copy of the deterio-
rated mantle on the outer layer of WK 392.
Serrated bands with a head at each end with two 
curved rays and small forelimbs: (Figure 15)
Two variants, both on llautu headbands. Variant A has a 
band with margins lined by small hooks and ending in fin-
ger-like lines, bent at right angles to form a Z, a head adja-
cent to each end with small lateral ears and a headdress of 
two curved loops and a central element, flanked by small 
upraised limbs ending in fingers. Variant B has a straight 
band with serrated margins, ending in a square head at one 
or both ends (on the same object) with two fret-like loops, 
flanked by small upraised limbs ending in fingers.
Paracas sector Context Sp. Object type Form Technique 
(1) Wari Kayan  392 5 Mantle Mantle 1 Embroidery 
(2) Wari Kayan 364 1 mantle, center panels Mantle 1 Embroidery 
 
Distribution: 
Figure 15. a. Wari Kayan 49 sp. 2a, llautu, tubular looped headband, MNAAHP RT 3634, photo AP; b. Wari Kayan 89 sp. 6, llautu, slit tap-
estry headband, MNAAHP RT 183, photo AP.
Paracas sector Context Sp. Object type Form Technique 
(1) Wari Kayan  49 2b llautu, looped headband tubular band Looping 
(2) Wari Kayan  89 6 llautu, braided headband flat band Slit tapestry 
 
Distribution: 
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Media: Textile, tubular looping (1) or slit tapestry (2). 
Color: (1,2) red background with dark blue, green, and 
yellow-gold figures, (2) with white facial details.
Commentary: The antecedent for these motifs may in-
clude the bands ending in rayed heads in the Wari Kayan 
assemblage, but they more closely resemble Paracas tradi-
tion versions of this icon, often represented on headbands 
of the close-knotted type.
Straight-bodied two-headed creatures with zigzag mar-
gins and four limbs: (Figure 16)
Within this group of motifs four variants are distin-
guished which may be examples of the same icon, or perhaps 
not. Variant A is a small creature (1) with a straight band-
like body with serrated margins and a head at each end with 
insect-like features, flanked by small curving limbs. Variant 
B is a small creature (2,3) with a straight band-like body 
with serrated margins and a head at each end with feline-
like features, flanked by small curving limbs. Variant C is a 
larger-scale creature (4) with a wide lozenge-shaped body 
with serrated edges and more developed pairs of limbs and 
feline-like heads with sets of three long curving whiskers 
and a human head adjacent to each mouth. Variant D is a 
small creature (5) with a straight band-like body with ser-
rated margins and a principal head at one end with feline-
like features, a secondary oval eared head at the other end, 
both flanked by small curving limbs.
Paracas sector Context Sp. Object type Form Technique 
(1) Wari Kayan  85 12 man’s wraparound skirt  Fragmentary Embroidery 
(2) Wari Kayan  451 26 anako, headcloth Fragmentary Embroidery 
(3) Wari Kayan 298 37 band with looped tabs atypical at WK Embroidery 
(4) Wari Kayan 310 26 mantle, center panels Mantle 1 Embroidery 
(5) Wari Kayan 38 39 anako, mantle, tab fringe Anako type Embroidery 
 
Figure 16. a. Wari Kayan 451 sp. 26, anako-type headcloth MNAAHP RT 2558, photo AP; b. Wari Kayan 310 sp. 26, Mantle 1 with center 
panels, MNAAHP RT 1532, photo AP; c. Wari Kayan 38 sp. 39, anako-type mantle, MNAAHP RT 2843, photo AP.
Distribution: 
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Media: Textile, plain weave natural beige cotton (1), dyed 
(carbonized, absent) cotton or dyed camelid hair (4,5), with 
back-stitch embroidery used to create Block Color mode im-
agery; with looped tab fringe (2,3,5) or plied fringe (4). 
Color: (1) natural beige cloth, red background, poly-
chrome figures; (2) absent cloth, yellow border background, 
polychrome figures, triangular tabs in embroidery colors; 
(3) absent cloth, red background, polychrome figures, red 
rectangular tabs; (4) dark blue cloth, red background, poly-
chrome figures, plied fringe in the embroidery colors; (5) 
dark green cloth, purple border background, polychrome 
figures, rectangular tabs in the embroidery colors.
Commentary: These motifs bear a close relationship to 
other two-headed serpentine figure, but also to others with 
insect features. With the exception of the phase 1A man’s 
skirt (which has innovative conventions and colors) most 
of these icons are associated with garment types like those 
of the Nasca region, such as the ‘anako’ type headcloth 
and small mantle and a central decorative band (3) in WK 
298, that probably was joined to two cloth panels of a 
large mantle. Mantle WK 310 Sp. 26 is more typical of the 
Wari Kayan assemble, and its motif is identical to a prob-
ably earlier mantle in the same color scheme and fringe 
type (though without the ‘chessboard’ panels over the cen-
tral ground) – with uncertain contextual data, so not in-
cluded in the chart. The motifs in the anako-type mantle 
WK 38 Sp. 39 have a principal and secondary head, thereby 
resembling insect-like figures. They also resemble the large 
serpentine appendage that emits from the feline-like head 
of the complex figurative motif repeated on the rest of the 
mantle border.
Twisted or intertwined two-headed serpents:  
(Figure 17)
In this icon group, once again motifs vary in their depiction 
of ‘two-headed’ and in the presence of small forelimbs. Vari-
ant A depicts two bands that end in a serpent-like head at 
each end, contrasting in color, twisting four times in the ‘Z’ 
direction. Variant B depicts two bands with zigzag margins 
that each end in a feline-like head with protruding tongue, 
contrasting in color and pattern, twisting four times in the 
‘Z’ direction so that one head protrudes at each end of the 
motif. Variant C depicts two bands that end in a serpent-like 
head with two curling whiskers, flanked by small bent limb 
ending in fingers, at each end, contrasting in color, twist-
ing twice in the ‘Z’ direction; in the central space is a small 
bird/insect figure in dorsal splayed position with protruding 
curved whiskers, curved wings(?) and curved legs that cre-
ate an outline similar to the rayed headdress or headdress 
ornament (Figure 3). Variant D depicts two bands in con-
trasting colors that twist in ‘S’ direction around oval spaces 
in a third color, both joining at each end at the top of a fe-
line-like head.
Figure 17. a. Wari Kayan 94 sp. 57, unkuña tunic (Tunic 5) MNAAHP RT 2414, photo AP; b. Wari Kayan 451 sp. 17, anako-type headcloth, 
MNAAHP, photo AP.
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Media: Textile, plain weave dyed (carbonized, largely ab-
sent) cotton (1,4), brown, deteriorated cotton (2), natural 
beige cotton (3), all with back-stitch embroidery used to cre-
ate Block Color mode imagery, some with plied fringe (2, 4). 
Color: (1) dark purple border background, red, green and 
brown-gold figures; (2, 3) red border background, figures 
in dark blue, green and yellow-gold; (4) red cloth, dark pur-
ple border background and inner tabs, polychrome figures.
Commentary: The four variants are each represented 
by one object and have significant differences, yet the first 
three are clearly reinterpretations of a single icon. The ply 
structure and direction correspond to the plied fringes 
found on contemporary garment margins. Variant D is de-
picted in a later, Nasca-related style, its body has the oppo-
site twist, characteristic of yarns for weaving and embroi-
dery, and it closely resembles patterns worked in complex 
flat braiding (diagonal interlace) on contemporary llautu 
headbands.
Conclusions
By examining all known examples of thematically related 
motifs in a single mortuary tradition, it is possible to dem-
onstrate the importance of representational conventions and 
production techniques in a modern viewer’s perception of 
similarity and difference among images. If one parts from a 
single object and compare it to a small sample of published 
objects with apparently similar imagery, it is too easy to fall 
into the fallacy of equating rather different icons because 
their makers shared similar representational conventions 
and production practices, or on the other hand fail to iden-
tify the iconic relationships among motifs created in dif-
ferent media or by different producer communities. By ex-
amining all known versions from a set of related contexts, 
we can see that similar motifs cluster in a group of inter-
related near-contemporary contexts, sometimes in similar 
colors or on the same type of garment, demonstrating that 
both their conventions and meanings have been linked to so-
cial connections among those who produced, used and ob-
served these textiles. 
Examining sequences of reinterpretation of motifs such 
as the rayed head and the two-headed serpent, we can trace 
their ‘first’ appearance (in this assemblage, as preserved 
and recorded) on an object with certain materials, tech-
niques, production style and color scheme, and their sub-
sequent adaption to others. Many of the artifacts associated 
with this thematic group appear to mark influences from the 
south, both Ocucaje and the Nasca region, and their adop-
tion and adaption by the contemporary producers, linked to 
the Topará tradition, who maintain and reproduce this mor-
tuary tradition. However, we suspect that the influences also 
come from more diverse and geographically dispersed pro-
ducer communities for whom we do not have an archaeo-
logical record with textile preservation.
While the original meanings of this imagery are not ac-
cessible, combining a thematic approach with a search for 
elements of the natural, anthropogenic and social environ-
ment referenced in mythic beings provides insights and 
questions for future research. This analysis did not assume 
the validity of the themes elucidated by previous research-
ers, so it is encouraging to note that our data and observa-
tions support Paul’s proposed association between serpents, 
bands and hair, as well as observations by Frame (1986) and 
Desrosiers (2008) regarding relationships between textile 
imagery, textile structures, and the movements of needle 
and hand in creating them. By providing a more complete 
map of the incidence of this group of motifs in the known 
assemblage, it no longer seems problematic that early rayed 
heads seem related to insectivorous birds while later rayed 
heads seem to resemble a spider or crustacean: clearly the 
imagery is imbedded in complex spheres of reference within 
evolving mythic discourse.
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